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The Next Generation in Garage Coatings:
Installed in Just One Day

Glacier Blue
plus dozens of
other choices

pdating your garage flooring is an easy and effective way
color of the floor. There are many different colors to choose from,
to expand your living space and increase your home’s ensuring that all homeowners will be able to make their dream
value. SpartaFlex is an advanced, next generation polyaspartic floor
garage vision come to life. Finally, a third clear coat is applied to seal
coating that can give your garage a durable, cost-effective, and your new floor and the process is complete! Within an hour, you are
beautiful finish that will last for years!
walking on it and moving your personal items back into the garage.
Older, traditional floor coatings are prone to problems like
The next day, you are driving your car on it! This amazing coating is
fading, yellowing, and peeling and can emit noxious odors during
nearly 20 mils thick, twice the thickness of traditional coatings, and
application that can linger for days. You can also be inconvenienced
is 4–5 times as abrasion and chemical-resistant. SpartaFlex coatings
as long as 4–7 days after installation of these
also offer far more slip resistance than other
outdated floors before you can drive your car on
garage floor coatings that can be as slippery as
them. Next generation SpartaFlex offers the
ice when wet! Best of all, the SpartaFlex floor
advantages of a zero-odor, 100% environmentally
comes with a 15-year limited warranty.
friendly and UV-resistant product that installs in
Already have an old, yellowed, and peeling
one day and has you driving on your brand new
garage floor coating that you’re tired of looking
garage floor the following day!
at? That old floor can be removed, typically in less
Sounds too good to be true? Wait, there’s more.
than one day, and a brand new SpartaFlex garage
SpartaFlex floor coatings are installed by factoryfloor installed the following day. SpartaFlex clear
trained applicators after a thorough and complete
coatings are available in matte, semi-gloss, and
floor preparation. First, the floor is cleaned,
high-gloss and can be used as a sealer over
degreased, and any cracks are filled and repaired
stamped, acid-stained, exposed aggregate,
Midnight Blue
using a proprietary compound that is as strong as
polished, or colored concrete for a clear, durable
concrete. Then the pores of the concrete are opened very slightly finish that can’t be duplicated!
using an advanced, dustless, diamond floor-grinding system to allow
For more information on SpartaFlex garage coatings, you can
SpartaFlex to achieve the best possible bond with the surface.
contact Perkins Custom Coatings, a division of the Wm. M. Perkins
After sanding, a neutral-colored prime coat is applied that forms a
Company, a company that has proudly been in business in San Diego
strong bond with the existing concrete. Then a clear second coat is
for over 50 years, at 866-330-1DAY (1329). You can also visit them
applied into which colored chips are added, providing the finished online at www.PerkinsCustomCoatings.net 

